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in a faster more 

efficient way 

Partnerships between open banking innovators 
and credit unions can lead to improved processes, 

more effective deployment of capital, 
and better outcomes for members. 
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The Central Liverpool Credit Union has partnered with NestEgg.ai and
Truelayer to enhance its credit decisioning with real-time, accurate transaction
data from applicants’ open banking-enabled accounts. As a result, CLCU have

deployed £700,000 of additional credit into the market, to applicants that meet
their desired risk profile. 
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The benefits of open banking and a digitally-driven decisioning process
include being able to more easily demonstrate regulatory compliance –

 East Sussex Credit Union’s partnership with consents.online is a
great example of this.
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delivered to underwriters quickly,
in a consistent, familiar format 

Benefits

People in jobs that involve living in barracks, such as the police or military
personnel, can end up with thin credit files. The Police Credit Union’s partnership
with Credit Kudos demonstrates how credit unions can leverage open banking to

make accurate lending decisions while promoting financial inclusion. 
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Better data enables 
credit union to authorise 
first loan to member, 
based on identification 
of positive indicators and an
accurate understanding of the 
applicant’s risk profile 
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click here to view our insights

in Credit Unions

Credit unions are excellent examples of collaboration and innovation in financial services: 
members working together to provide lending solutions to each other, and make the most 
of their communal investment potential. A recent report from the Finance Innovation Lab
 demonstrated the important role credit unions have to play in widening access to credit 

and promoting financial inclusion.

Credit union score can be out
of date and take days to arrive
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Open banking in the UK provides new opportunities for credit unions,

enabling them to continue supporting communities across the country by driving better outcomes 

for members, increased efficiency, digitally-driven compliance and

improved accuracy of risk assessment.

Download The Finance Innovation Lab’s introductory report into open banking for credit unions - 

for further detail as well as key considerations for credit unions.

*Workflows based on “Open Banking: An introductory guide for credit unions,” published by The Finance Innovation Lab

https://www.openbanking.org.uk/insights/open-banking-for-credit-unions/
https://financeinnovationlab.org/insights/open-banking-and-credit-unions/
https://financeinnovationlab.org/insights/open-banking-and-credit-unions/
https://www.openbanking.org.uk/
https://www.openbanking.org.uk/insights/

